-makers in economic, political, and cultural deliberations that are currently taking place.

The page contains a variety of content, including headlines, paragraphs, and possibly advertisements, indicating a newspaper or magazine format. The text is written in Chinese and appears to be a mix of news reports, possibly focusing on political discussions and economic trends.

Due to the nature of the content, it is not possible to transcribe the full text accurately without the ability to read Chinese characters. However, the page seems to be discussing current events and economic policies, typical of what you might find in a Chinese newspaper.
大義滅親

五月癸巳

開演廣告

影片南來
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EMBASSY CIGARETTES.

Table of Prizes:

- E1 (set of 3) | 1st prize | 100 cc.
- E2 (set of 3) | 2nd prize | 80 cc.
- E3 (set of 5) | 3rd prize | 60 cc.
- E4 (set of 7) | 4th prize | 40 cc.
- E5 (set of 9) | 5th prize | 20 cc.

---

虏香霧峯從


e1 (茶米) | 銀質點點
180克集
E1 (茶米) | 金質點點
180克集

---

1st prize: 100 cc.
2nd prize: 80 cc.
3rd prize: 60 cc.
4th prize: 40 cc.
5th prize: 20 cc.